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The Institute of Communication Agencies’ Digital Committee hosts New York’s The
Knowledge Engineers in Toronto
--World’s leading digital training company brings knowledge to agencies and corporations to
effect change -Toronto, ON. The Institute of Communication Agencies (ICA) (http://www.icacanada.ca) -- the
professional business association representing Canada’s communications and advertising
agencies – is pleased to host one of New York’s leading providers of digital training and
knowledge, the Knowledge Engineers (www.theknowledgeengineers.com) in a series of
informative events this spring. The inaugural breakfast event will be held in Toronto on May 2nd
entitled, 21st Century Integrated Marketing: How Agencies Overcome the Digital Divide.
During the session -- held in collaboration with the ICA’s Digital Committee -- The Knowledge
Engineers’ CEO Niall McKinney will address the main challenges agencies face on the road to
integration and provide practical, hands-on solutions on how to overcome these issues in a smart
and effective way. The Knowledge Engineers accelerate the digital transformation within global
organizations to effect major changes in capabilities and organizational information sharing.
Their training programs offer targeted curriculums to suit organizational needs across levels and
skill sets. Tickets for the event are available via http://knowledgeengineers2012.eventbrite.com/.
“We are thrilled to be able to share some of the digital world’s keenest insights, for both agencies
and corporations alike. These are gleaned directly from Canadian clients' and agencies'
responses to a recent industry survey conducted by Knowledge Engineers, which should prove to
be both enlightening and practical," said Arthur Fleischmann, Chair, ICA Digital Committee and
president, john st. “The Knowledge Engineers are consistently helping to effect change, and this
series underscores both the commitment to and mandate of the ICA to inform and counsel its
members on all digital opportunities, trends, channels and platforms.”
Mr. McKinney will return to Toronto on June 5th and 6th to conduct two full day workshops. The
first, entitled From Social Brands to Social Business explores the characteristics of successful
social media approaches and offers new thinking on the systems needed to support strong social

brand communication effort. The second workshop, Inspired Digital Strategy will offer a simple
and effective planning approach to design more integrated digital strategy and solutions.
“The Knowledge Engineers’ series of events will provide exceptional value to members in
accelerating their digital transformation and integration, thereby ensuring strong client leadership
in this fast changing environment.” explained Gillian Graham, chief executive officer, ICA

The Digital Committee has hosted a number of high profile events showcasing new insights and
opportunities, including a renowned Hyper Island Master Class and recently, a presentation by
Gareth Kay, director of brand strategy and associate partner of San Francisco-based Goodby,
Silverstein & Partners. The next event is Future Flash, a high-level ICA members-only retreat
May 16 – 17th, which will showcase a roster of the industry’s leading international thought
leaders.

About The Knowledge Engineers
The Knowledge Engineers is the world's leading digital training company with clients that
include seven of the top 10 advertising agencies in the world, including Leo Burnett and DDB,
among others. With more than 40 courses globally and over 15,000 people trained in the last
year, its long-term digital academies and world-class platforms are accelerating digital
transformation to effect major change within large organizations. The company combines its
own proprietary research techniques and experience to develop curriculums that suit the specific
needs of clients and are targeted to the different levels of an organization. The Knowledge
Engineers is headquartered in New York and London with offices in Sao Paulo and Singapore,
serving all regions of the world.

About the ICA
The Institute of Communication Agencies (ICA) represents Canada’s communications and
advertising agencies. The ICA members collectively account for over 70 per cent of all national
advertising in Canada, with an economic impact worth more than $20 billion annually. The ICA
serves as a leading source of information, advice and industry education, promoting thought

leadership, best practices and the elevation of professional standards. The ICA-led initiatives
include thought leadership events such as Future Flash and Advertising Week, professional
development forums such as Ad Women of Toronto and the CAAP certification program. More
information about the ICA and its initiatives can be found at www.icacanada.ca or follow on
Twitter @ICACanada.
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